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Abstract
Cloud computing is the latest technology that can be remotely utilized by small organizations
that can-not afford the cost of expensive resources like hardware, software, storage space,
operating systems and infrastructure. Cloud computing facilitates high degree of resources
sharing at a marginal cost. Individuals and small organizations can deploy world-class services
on the pay-as-per-usage basis. Nowadays, cloud has become a place where anyone can meet and
exchange information at a very marginal cost. Data has found a new residence on the cloud. Data
is being kept permanently in clouds, but cloud users have forgotten the fact that the space where
they are storing their valuable confidential data is not their own space. All the data is being
stored over Internet which is prone to various security threats like interruption, interception,
modification, denial-of-service attacks, fabrication, backdoors, eavesdropping, direct-access
attacks and non-repudiation. Security of data in clouds is the most critical issue which should be
addressed properly. Security systems of clouds should not be vulnerable to unauthorized data
access.
Among all the three service layers, cloud computing depends primarily on IaaS layer to provide
virtualized services like power, data storage, network and other resources. IaaS service model is
the foundation of other delivery models of cloud computing, any compromise of security in this
layer affects the other layers PaaS and SaaS which are built upon IaaS layer. This paper focuses
on various security issues in Infrastructure-as-a-Service model of cloud computing architecture.
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Introduction
Cloud computing is a new technology which is based on the concept of virtualization and sharing
of resources like hardware, software, operating systems, network etc. which in turn contributes
toward reduced capital and operational expenditure for individuals and small organizations.
Virtualization concept of cloud computing makes it different from the various other traditional
computing. Cloud computing has become a dominant technology because of its features like
scalability, elasticity, availability, multi-tenancy, flexibility and ease-of-use. Cloud computing is
based on the concept of “pay-as-per-usage” or “no-use-no-bill”, hence making it possible for
individuals and small organizations to deploy world-class infrastructure facilities by paying
nominal subscription cost. All the services of cloud computing are Internet-based. Internet
connection is the only requirement which an organization need to have in order to access cloud
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services. All the services of clouds are accessible via Internet and hence all the security threats
which are applicable to Internet are also applicable to clouds. Security of data over clouds is the
main concern of users of cloud services. Cloud service providers should address all the security
issues properly. Security of data over clouds is the top most challenge. Data security is the main
reason that makes potential customers and organizations to think multiple times before adopting
cloud services.

Security Goals
Small and medium organizations that can’t afford the costly infrastructure are adopting cloud
computing services. These organizations don’t want to do a capital investment and for their
adhoc/short period requirements they are subscribing to cloud’s services. But, security is the
main issue that is restricting most of the organizations to fully adopt cloud’s services. Those who
have adopted cloud computing usually put only less sensitive data on clouds, for valuable and
highly confidential data still they prefer to use traditional computing.
Since the advent of cloud computing, the need for data protection in a shared environment has
been a primary consideration among individual customers and organizations. Security of data
over clouds is a major challenge.
Various security goals are:
Security Goals
Confidentiality

Description
Confidentiality ensures that the data should be accessible to authorized
users only. Confidential data should not be disclosed to unauthorized
users. Disclosure of confidential data to unauthorized users can be
prevented by applying encryption techniques. Protecting data with
cryptography (encryption/decryption) is highly desirable in cloud
computing environment as information continuously moves over
network. Sensitive and confidential data should be encrypted, both on
storage medium and when the data is in transit across a network.
Confidentiality breaches happen when an unauthorized user gain access
to a service or data and make illegal copies of data. Breach in
confidentiality can result into disclosure of confidential data.

Availability

Availability ensures that the data should be available as and when
required by the authorized users only. Availability of data can be
confirmed through the use of backups and storing redundant copies of
data. Availability breaches happen when services or data become
unavailable, unusable and destroyed. Breach in availability can result
into denial of service.

Integrity

Integrity ensures that no unauthorized modification of data should take
place. Integrity of data can be confirmed through the use of backups and
keeping duplicate copies of data. Integrity breaches happen when
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services and data are being changed or altered by unauthorized users.
Breach in integrity can result into unauthorized modification of data.
Authenticity

Authenticity ensures that no unauthorized addition of data should take
place. Authenticity of data can be confirmed through the use of backups.
Authenticity breaches happen when an unauthorized user inserts forged
data in a network or adds records in a file. Breach in authenticity can
result into unauthorized addition of data.

Basic concepts
Virtual Machine (VM):
IaaS is based on the concept of virtual machines (VMs). Virtual machine is like a physical
computer, it has no resources of its own instead all the resources are being provided by the host
computer. Cloud users experience the infinite resource availability as they would have
experienced by using dedicated hardware. VMs can be easily moved, be copied and reassigned
between host servers to optimize hardware resource utilization, load balancing and system
maintenance. A virtual machine, usually known as a guest is created within another computing
environment referred as a "host machine". Multiple virtual machines can exist within a single
host machine at one time. A virtual machine is also known as a guest. Operating systems of VMs
are known as guest operating systems.

Hypervisor:
Hypervisor is specialized software that enables virtual machines to share the resources without
disrupting each other thereby saving costs by reducing the need for physical hardware.
IaaS is based on shared environment and demands strong isolation of all the virtual machines.
Hypervisor also known as Virtual Machine Manager (VMM), is a program that is responsible for
isolation of virtual machines. Hypervisor also makes sure that virtual machines do not disrupt
each other. Hypervisor installed on the cloud’s server controls all the guest operating systems
running on the host machine and ensures that instances of multiple guest operating systems do
not interrupt each other. Hypervisor is the software which lies between hardware and VMs, so
any security attack on hypervisor will let the whole cloud system down. In IaaS, cloud providers
offer virtual computers (also known as virtual machines) which are run and managed by
hypervisor. In IaaS model, cloud users are responsible for installing operating system images as
well as application software.
Virtual machines located on the same physical server can share all the resources like CPU,
memory etc. for load balancing, fault tolerance and maintenance, hypervisor (VMM) migrates
the virtual machines from one physical server to other, this also raises security problems. This
migration of virtual machine is done over the network; the content of virtual machine can be
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exposed to security attacks related to integrity and confidentiality as network components are
shared by different users. An attacker can transfer the virtual machine to a malicious server by
hacking the migration module of VMM (Hypervisor). An attacker can also transfer a malicious
virtual machine to another physical server. This will also lead to security issues. Also, VMs
located on the same server can share CPU, memory and other resources. A malicious VM can
figure out some information about other VMs through shared memory or by other shared
resources without compromising the security of hypervisor. Also, by using covert channels, two
VMs can communicate with each other by violating the rules defined by the security module of
hypervisor. So ensuring the different virtual machines are isolated from each other is a major
task of virtualization. Also, it is very difficult to maintain an auditable record of the security state
of a virtual machine at a given point of time because virtual machines are dynamic and can roll
back at any point of time to their previous states if an error happens thereby re-enabling
previously disabled accounts or passwords and exposing them to security attacks.
IaaS model provides a VM image which is a prepackaged software template containing all the
configuration files that are used to create VMs. Users can create their own VM image from the
scratch or can use any VM image stored in the cloud provider’s repository. This leads to security
attacks as attackers with a valid account can create a VM image containing malicious code and
upload it into the public repositories thereby compromising other cloud users. For example,
Amazon offers a public image repository where legitimate users can download or upload a VM
image.
Virtualization:
Virtualization is the key concept of cloud computing. Virtualization technology is both an
opportunity and a threat depending on its utilization. Cloud computing is based on the concept of
virtualization as all the physical resources are being made available as virtual resources. There is
no need to set up a huge physical infrastructure, with virtualization even small and medium
organizations can deploy world-class services at a reasonable price.
Virtualization is the basic and mandatory feature of cloud computing and software products such
as VMware’s Vsphere, Citrix’s XenServer, Oracle’s VM Server for x86 and SPARC (Scalable
Processor Architecture), Red Hat’s KVM (kernel-based Virtual Machine) and SPICE (Simple
Protocol for Independent Computing Environment), Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and
Microsoft’s Hyper- V convert a piece of hardware into a physical host for many VMs. Users can
store their data and run their web-based applications on these VMs. Hypervisor is a hardware
virtualization technique that serves to map traffic from VMs to the underlying VM host hardware
and vice versa means hypervisor intercepts all the traffic between VMs and VM hosts.

Security issues in Infrastructure-as-a-Service model
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Cloud computing architecture is based on three service models, also known as three layers of
cloud computing. These three layers lie on the top of each other to form the stack of a cloud.
Three layers of cloud computing are: system layer (IaaS), platform layer (PaaS), and application
layer (SaaS). Security implications should be taken into consideration for all the three layers.
Layers
System Layer (Bottom Layer)
Platform Layer (Middle Layer)
Application Layer (Top Layer)

Service Models
IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service)
PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service)
SaaS (Software-as-a-Service)

The bottom layer is the system layer, also referred to as utility computing. All the necessary
infrastructure, hardware, network devices, memory, computing power and storage is provided by
this layer over the network. It is also known as IaaS. This layer provides virtualized resources
like virtualized data center, virtualized hardware etc. for users. Users can create new drives on
virtual machines (VM) for storing their data.
Among all the three service models of clouds, with IaaS, cloud users have better control over the
security until and unless there is no security hole in the virtual machine monitor (VMM). In IaaS,
users control the software running in their virtual machines and they are responsible for
configuring the security policies correctly whereas the underlying network, computing and
storage infrastructure is controlled by cloud providers.
In IaaS, users are responsible for security aspects from the operating systems and up to the
applications. Handling everything is a big responsibility so the users of IaaS should be highly
experienced.
Resources are being shared and pooled by many users via Internet which leads to various
security issues like:
VM Theft, Incorrect VM Isolation, VM Sprawl, VM Escape, VM Mobility, VM to VM attacks,
VM Hopping, Hypervisor Intrusion, Hyperjacking, Network Security, Denial of Service attacks,
Flooding Attacks, Network Channel Eavesdropping etc.
Security Issue
VM Theft

Description
Virtual machines are not physical by nature, which means their theft
can take place without physical theft of the host machine. The
contents of the virtual disk for each VM are stored as a file by most
hypervisors, which allows VMs to be copied and run from other
physical machines. VM Theft is an attack method which allows
attackers to electronically steal a file hosted on a VM. VM theft is an
attack in which attackers copy a VM file in an unauthorized manner.

Incorrect VM Isolation

VM isolation is a mandatory requirement for IaaS tenants in cloud
environment to prevent security attacks. VM isolation is the process
of ensuring that different instances running on the same physical
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machine (host) are isolated from each other. But this isolation task
has not been met completely until now. Registration process of cloud
providers is very frictionless; anyone having a valid credit card can
register and immediately use the cloud services. Some cloud
providers offer free limited trial periods thereby opening the doors for
security attacks. Cloud providers should maintain proper balance
between their weak registration systems and their fraud detection
systems.
Hypervisor is responsible for the isolation of VMs to guarantee
security, privacy and data integrity for IaaS. All the data coming from
or going to VMs pass through the host computer so if host computer
is compromised, it will put all the VMs hosted on that host computer
in risk. An attack on a particular VM should not affect any of the
other VMs on the server or the host OS. When a VM is compromised,
the hypervisor can remove that VM or restore it to a state prior to
attack.
VM Sprawl

VM Sprawl attack occurs when the number of virtual machines
(VMs) on a network reaches a point where the administrator can no
longer manage them effectively. If the number of virtual machines
connected to the network exceeds the network’s capability then this
leads to the phenomenon known as VM sprawl. VM sprawl is also
known as an uncontrolled and unplanned growth of virtual machines
in a cloud’s environment. In a cloud environment, VMs can be
created, deleted and deployed in a matter of seconds this results in the
creation of unplanned virtual machines in a virtual environment.
More deployment means more failure points. As a result, it becomes
almost impossible to secure, monitor and maintain the virtual
machines hosted on a host machine (physical server).
The un-checked or unplanned growth of virtual machines is not the
only reason of VM sprawl. It is also caused by over-allocation of
resources to virtual machines. Virtualization is all about making the
most of all the virtualized resources and not wasting them. The
purpose of virtualization is defeated if the virtualized resources are
not being utilized properly.

VM Escape

In a cloud environment, virtual machines are designed to run in a
self-contained, isolated environment in the host computer. Each VM
should be a separate system, isolated from the host operating system
and any other VMs running on the same host. Hypervisor acts an
intermediary between the host operating system and guest operating
systems.
Virtual machine escape is an attack in which the attacker runs code
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on a VM that allows an operating system running within it to break
out and interact directly with the hypervisor. Such an exploit could
give the attacker access to the host operating system and all other
virtual machines running on that host.
Virtual machines are designed in a way that a program running on
one VM cannot access the programs running in other VMs and
programs running in the host machine. So, all the virtual machines
should be isolated, otherwise the programs running in a virtual
machine will bypass the hypervisor layer and can perform
administrative tasks such as VM creation, VM deletion, alteration of
privileges assigned to a specific VM and resource quota modification
etc. If this isolation of VM is compromised then the whole cloud
system will break down.
VM escape occurs when a guest operating system escapes from its
VM encapsulation to interact directly with the hypervisor of host
machine. If the privileges of guest operating systems are high then
attack becomes more severe as the malicious guest operating system
can have the access of host machine as well.
VM Mobility

In a cloud environment, VMs can be transferred to other physical host
computer for load balancing and system maintenance. This feature is
known as VM mobility. The contents of the virtual disk for each VM
are stored as a file. VM mobility also leads to security issues as VM
file can be stolen while transferring over network.
An offline VM is also prone to security attacks. An offline VM can
be compromised if the physical host machine of that VM is not
secure. Attackers may copy the contents of an offline VM to a
portable storage media or over the network.
Live migration of a VM content to some other physical host computer
leads to security issues. Live migration refers to the process of
moving a running virtual machine or application between different
physical host machines without disconnecting the client or
application. Hackers can copy the memory pages of a VM while the
contents of a VM are being transferred from source host machine to
destination host machine over network in cloud’s environment.
Unsecured VM migration leads to security threats because when a
VM is migrated to a new host, the security policies and configuration
are not updated to reflect the change and whole system becomes more
vulnerable to attacks as network administrators are not aware of the
vulnerabilities introduced because of changes and will not be on alert
accordingly. So, migration of VMs within the clouds must be
protected against security threats.
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VM to VM Attacks

All the services of clouds are accessible through web-browsers.
Hackers could register themselves for cloud’s services; they could
rent all the services of clouds to analyze the basic configuration and
to find the vulnerabilities of cloud’s architecture. Cloud computing
environment supports multiple virtual machines, hackers could also
rent the virtual machines to know the vulnerabilities of configuration
and attack other customer’s virtual machines.VM isolation and
hardening is used to encounter VM to VM attacks. All the virtual
machines of cloud should be isolated from each other, so that if one
VM gets hacked others are safe and attack does not propagate to the
whole system of cloud. VM hardening is the process of changing the
default configuration of a virtual machine by using VM templates to
provision new VMs in order to achieve greater security.

VM Hopping

Virtual machine hyper jumping (VM jumping or VM hopping) is an
attack method that exploits the hypervisor's weakness that allows a
virtual machine (VM) to jump from a VM to another peer VM coresident on the same host. This attack is realized by compromising
the VMs separations and protections configured by hypervisor. VMs
can jump from one VM to another to attack the confidentiality,
integrity and availability leading to more serious repercussions. This
VM hopping attack is usually done by targeting and accessing a less
secure VM on a host, which is then used as the launch point for
further attacks on the system. Sometimes, a compromised guest VM
can also exploit an insecure virtual environment and spread the attack
across several networks leading to serious consequences. These
attacks can occur due to the insecure operating systems or in
conditions where all the traffic passes through the same set of
network interface cards (NICs).

Hypervisor Intrusion

Hypervisor intrusion is an attack in which an intruder take advantage
of weaknesses in the hypervisor (program used to allow multiple
guest operating systems to share resources) to create, delete, modify
and migration of VMs. Hypervisor controls all the virtual machines
hosted on a host machine and a compromised hypervisor opens the
doors for intruders to attack each virtual machine. This problem can
be worst if multiple virtual servers are involved because it may affect
all the servers. Hypervisor is a program which provides the
abstraction and resource allocation between the host machine and
guest machines hosted on host machine. So if the hypervisor is
compromised by attackers then the whole cloud system will break
down and attackers gain the access of all the virtual machines hosted
on the host machine. Hypervisor program running on the host
machine controls all the virtual machines (VMs), so if it is
compromised, all the VMs are accessible to the attacker.
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Hyperjacking

Hyperjacking is an attack where an attacker introduces a malicious,
fake hypervisor to manage the entire cloud system and to gain access
to the virtual machines and their data. An attacker takes malicious
control over the genuine hypervisor that creates the virtual
environment for virtual machines. In this attack, a rogue hypervisor
runs on the top of an existing hypervisor. The hyperjacking attack
targets the operating system that is below the VM's so that the
attackers program can run the applications on the VMs above it. In
this attack, attacker obtains direct control of the original hypervisor
and affects the whole cloud system. Hyperjacking involves installing
a rogue hypervisor that can take complete control of a server and the
OS will not even be aware that the machine has been compromised.

Network Security

Cloud providers should deploy strong safety measures for their
networks. Data is prone to various security attacks like interruption,
interception, modification, non-repudiation and fabrication when it is
in transit across a network. Cloud providers should ensure the internal
as well as external network security. For security of internal
networks, cloud providers should ensure traffic screening, intrusion
detection/prevention, logging and notification etc. For security of
external networks cloud providers should ensure protection of
customers from one another, protection of network, monitoring of
intrusion attempts. IaaS model of cloud computing is more vulnerable
to network attacks. Various possible solutions to avoid these attacks
are: Firewalls, Virtual LAN, Encryption, Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) and Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) etc.

Denial
attacks

of

Service Availability of resources is the main concern of cloud’s customers. In
DoS attack, attackers consume all the resources by overloading the
server with multiple requests for resources and legitimate users
experience unavailability of resources. In DoS attacks, hackers
overload the target machine with multiple bogus requests to prevent it
from responding to legitimate requests. For example: If a single VM
consumes all the resources of a physical host machine then other
virtual machines hosted on the same physical host machine will
starve for resources as resources are not available. DoS attacks can
range from flooding a network with traffic of requests to
sophisticated controlling the resources of host machine. There are two
types of DoS attacks: HTTP based Distributed DoS attacks and XML
based Distributed DoS attacks.
For avoiding DoS attacks, resource consumption of a VM should be
restricted. Hypervisors should be configured properly to prevent any
VM from gaining 100% usage of resources. The hypervisor can be
configured so that when it detects extreme resource consumption, it
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automatically restarts the VM. VMs can usually be initialized much
faster than physical machines because their boot sequence does not
need to initialize and verify hardware, so restarting the VM has a
smaller effect than restarting a physical machine.
Flooding attacks

All the servers of cloud environment work in a specific manner with
internal communication among themselves. Hackers could easily
register themselves for cloud services and then they send multiple
bogus requests to the cloud. When a server becomes unable to handle
all these requests, it delegates the requests to some other server of
cloud which ultimately leads to flooding attack as the bogus requests
propagate through the whole cloud system.

Network
channel An eavesdropper (unauthorized user) listens or intercepts the
communication link established between two authorized users. To
eavesdropping
avoid eavesdropping data should be transmitted over secure channels
like HTTPS.

Conclusion
Many organizations are delaying their move to cloud because of security issues. Most of the
security concerns are because of sharing and pooling of resources in cloud environment. Strong
user authentication mechanism should be used for securing data in clouds. Primary requirement
for securing clouds is: only authorized users should be allowed to access the resources and illegal
access should be restricted. Security mechanisms of cloud service providers should be able to
differentiate between legitimate and bogus requests. Security implications of cloud computing
should be considered before moving to clouds. Customers must have a clear understanding of
benefits and risks associated with cloud computing before moving their valuable data and
applications to clouds. Virtualization has many benefits but it also introduces new vulnerabilities
in the cloud system. Securing and managing the VMs is one of the biggest challenge since many
instances and configurations can be rapidly created. The contents of each guest OS are stored as
a file in a virtual disk. If this file is accessed, copied, or modified on the host by an unauthorized
party, then the privacy and integrity of the VM is compromised. So, in order to create a secure
cloud environment, all the vulnerabilities of VMs should be tackled properly and strong
authentication mechanisms should be implemented. IaaS is based on the concept of virtual
machines (VMs) and demands strong isolation of all the virtual machines. Hypervisor also
known as Virtual Machine Manager (VMM), is a program that is responsible for isolation of
virtual machines. Hypervisor also makes sure that virtual machines do not disrupt each other. So,
for ensuring security of cloud systems hypervisors should be configured properly to tackle all the
security issues related to virtual machines (VMs).
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